New diagnostic method allows adjustment of drug dose in
rheumatoid arthritis patients
Collaboration between the Immanuel Klinikum Bernau Herzzentrum Brandenburg, the
Rheumazentrum Nord-Brandenburg and BioTeZ demonstrates new ways of treating
rheumatoid arthritis. The results of the joint study are published in the current issue of the
journal "Clinical and Experimental Rheumatology1".
Through the introduction of therapeutic antibodies, the treatment results for rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
have been significantly improved over the past decade. However, cases of inadequate effectiveness
remain, as well as side effects due to the associated strong immunosuppression, especially with high
activity levels. One possibility for therapy optimization is the targeted, individual dose adjustment of the
active ingredients for each patient. At the moment, all RA patients treated with the TNF-alpha inhibitor
adulimumab received a pre-approved standard dose of 40 mg every 14 days without regard for existing
differences in body weight, sex, health status, metabolism and age. As a result, some patients receive too
high drug dose and other patients have too low drug levels.
Using the test (recoveryELISA from BioTeZ), it is now possible simultaneously quantify the concentrations
of the therapeutic antibody adalimumab and the target antigen TNF alpha in the patient's serum during
therapy (Zänker et al., 2017). The Figure 1 summarizes the results of the study, with the patients being
divided into three groups.

Figure 1: Graphical summary of the results
A total 47% of the patients showed drug levels in the target area, leading to an effective neutralization of
TNF-alpha. 35% of the patients showed low drug doses resulting in reduced TNF alpha neutralization
rates under standard therapy. 18% of patients had increased drug levels and high neutralization rates. A
further dose increase for these patients is not useful is not recommended.

"If the effect of the drug is insufficient and the drug level is low, a dose increase of the adalimumab by a
weekly injection can lead to a significantly better therapeutic response (Zänker et al., 2017). This is in line
with our everyday experience in the clinics and has now been scientifically documented in this study",
says Dr. Michael Zänker, rheumatologist and chief physician for internal medicine at Immanuel Klinikum
Bernau Herzzentrum Brandenburg.
In the case of very high drug levels, as in 18% of the patients and if the therapeutic goal is achieved,
there is the possibility of de-escalating the therapy, by stretching the interval of the injections by serval
days. Thus the amount of active substance in the patient can be reduced to the recommended values,
while avoiding possible side effects as well as reducing treatment costs.
"The results contribute to the individual treatment of patients with rheumatoid arthritis and are an
important add on to the therapy prediction of anti-TNF-alpha monotherapy with adalimumab" so, Dr.
Janko Brand, scientific director of the study at BioTeZ.
The study was funded by the Rheumazentrum Nordbrandenburg e.V. The results of more elaborated
studies are currently being evaluated and new customer projects for further biologics are being
developed.

BioTeZ is a biotech company founded in 1992; BioTeZ develops and produces ELISA kits, protease activity
kits, antibodies, oligonucleotides and offers expertise in the development of biochemical test procedures
for research institutes, hospitals and laboratories worldwide.

The Immanuel Klinikum Bernau Heart Center Brandenburg is a university hospital of the Brandenburg
Medical School "Theodor Fontane". Each year, more than 12,000 patients are hospitalized and treated.

The Rheumazentrum Nord-Brandenburg is one of the 25 cooperative rheumatical centers of the German
Society for Rheumatology. It currently comprises 8 clinics and rehabilitation facilities of various institutions
in the north of the state of Brandenburg, as a network of non-profit organizations.
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